Scottish Journal of Geology
The primary aim of the Journal is to publish original
papers on Scottish geology, but other topics of general or
specialist interest are acceptable. Contributions should not
normally exceed 12 journal pages; shorter papers are likely
to be published more rapidly. 'Short Communications' of
up to four pages need not be preceded by a 'synopsis'. Discussions of papers that appear in the Journal are invited
and will be published quickly. Review papers are welcome,
but authors contemplating submitting these should, at an
early stage, contact the editorial board to discuss content,
suitability and possible date of publication.
Instructions for contributors
Detailed instructions for contributors are published in
the Scottish Journal of Geology Volume 29, Part 1, pp.
107-11. Intending authors must ensure that the format of
their contributions complies with these instructions, as this
will enable processing of the contributions with the
minimum possible delay. Please note that periodical titles
are now printed in full.
Discs: Discs of word-processed papers will be
requested by the editor when the paper is accepted. Do
not send the disc until requested to do so. Further details
are available from the Staff Editor.

All correspondence, typescripts and proofs should be
addressed to The Editors, Scottish Journal of Geology, c/o
Geological Society Publishing House, Unit 7, Brassmill
Enterprise Centre, Brassmill Lane, Bath BA1 3JN.
Copies of the instructions can be obtained by writing to
The Editors, Scottish Journal of Geology, c/o British Geological Survey, Murchison House, West Mains Road, Edinburgh EH9 3LA.

Back issues
Certain back numbers of the Transactions of the Edinburgh Geological Society, Transactions of the Geological
Society of Glasgow and Scottish Journal of Geology are
still available. A list of the prices and parts may be had on
application to the secretaries of the Societies.

Book reviews
As space permits, the Journal will publish independent
reviews of printed works that have a clear relevance to the
geology of Scotland.

More information, including contents of recent issues can be found on the Journal's WWW page:
http://www.geolsoc.org.Uk/pubs/j ournals/sj g.htm
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